Construction
Creating the delivery dynamic
Our dynamic delivery of construction services got us to where we are today. But it’s not all we are.

What we aspire to at ISG is something far more than the end product. It’s about the process, the relationships, the journey...
Our years spent working alongside businesses and consultants means we understand not only what constitutes great delivery, but also what makes a great delivery dynamic: an enduring end-user focus, providing enriching customer journeys, and working across services, sectors and borders.
Adaptable building solutions

Today, our construction team stands at the leading edge of our industry, famous for its ability to find practical solutions to complex developer and design challenges. As we’ve grown from a dedicated fit out company to a global provider of construction solutions, we have never wavered from our enduring end-user focus and unparalleled ability to deliver in every type of environment, from urban refurbishments to new builds.

We provide the very best in modern construction methods, health and safety thinking, and supply chain relationships – all delivered by a fast-paced, agile, and tech-driven team.

What this means for you:

- Unwavering delivery assurance
- Smart, safe and future-proofed buildings
- A project team accustomed to complexity
- An agile, technology-based approach
“Builders today tend to be broadly the same – as long as they can reliably deliver, they are doing their jobs. At ISG, we challenge ourselves to do more, to surprise and delight our customers, and to ensure we are elevating and progressing the industry in all that we do. That’s why we are committed to nurturing a company that pushes our people to think big, embrace technology and always care about the places and people we serve. We truly strive for the delivery dynamic.”

Rob Martin
Managing Director
UK Construction West
Quite simply, we don’t believe in a means to an end. We believe in the open communication and collaboration that underpins strong relationships and creates enriching customer journeys.

The world’s foremost businesses and developers rely on ISG for our construction expertise. Our specialist teams provide buildable solutions to meet our customers’ and consultants’ real estate needs.

Enriching customer journeys

What this means for you:

- An energetic construction team made up of problem solvers
- Honesty and transparency throughout the process
- A customer journey that reassures and delights
- A strong and engaged supply chain
“ISG has been an invaluable and committed partner to us through their flexible, responsive and open approach... Their ‘can do, will do’ manner has been exemplary throughout the partnership and we found that the service they provided was beyond our expectations in terms of their detail, communication, health and safety training and the ability to complete the project on time and within budget.”

Professor Denise Barrett-Baxendale
Chair of Governors, Everton Free School
Cross-service, cross-sector, and cross-border

At ISG, we are far more than builders. We work around the world in every sector, delivering a range of projects including schools, hotels, commercial offices, multi-storey towers, shopping centres, Olympic venues and multi-million pound datacentres. We are also fit out specialists, technology consultants, and property developers, capable of providing our customers with true end-to-end solutions. This breadth of expertise resides within our culture of great ideas and continuous learning, meaning every project we do benefits from every project we do.

What this means for you:
- Access to a deeper skill set for broad construction needs
- A consistent and seamless end-to-end solution
- Experts suited to all project sizes and challenges
- An enduring relationship built on trust
“Our construction capability is vast. We provide complex structural refurbishment projects in technically challenging environments and new build structures for the world’s leading clients and consultants. Our transformative work in built-up, city-centre locations draws on our ability to overcome logistical issues, like working in live environments, listed buildings and congested city-centre locations. We promote innovative construction solutions on all our projects backed up by our technical capabilities. There really is no project so difficult that we can’t handle it.”

Tim Sullivan
Design Director
UK Construction South
Our clients

Our construction team works across a range of sectors, including offices, technology, science, health, retail, hospitality, leisure, living, education and public sector.
About ISG

ISG’s vision is to be the world’s most dynamic construction services company, delivering places that help people and businesses thrive.

Our 2,800 worldwide specialists in fit out, technology, construction and development deliver not just buildings, but also an exceptional delivery dynamic and strong customer relationships built on mutual trust, collaboration, and open communication. We blend our unparalleled track record, sound processes and proven delivery methods with a fast-paced and agile culture, ensuring we deliver thriving places that are as responsive and resilient as their occupants.
Contact

Find out how ISG’s delivery dynamic can work for your next construction project by talking to our team today.

construction@isgplc.com
isgplc.com